
Missing Background

Theodor W. Adorno presented “The Idea of Natural-History”1 on
July 15, 1932, as a lecture at a meeting of the Frankfurt chapter of the
Kant Society.2 The society’s yearly register, published in its journal
Kant-Studien, is an important document. That year its register lists
Paul Tillich, who supervised Adorno’s inaugural dissertation, as the
local director. Along with a variety of details, the society’s business ad-
dress appears as “Horkheimer, Viktoria Allee 17.” A year later the
register’s column for Frankfurt is blank except under the heading for
local directors. There, in parentheses, catastrophe takes pains to prove
its alliance with discretion: “(Director to be chosen.)”3

Original History of Style

The style of Adorno’s early essay can be understood from the perspec-
tive of his mature work, which is emphatically artificial. His last writ-
ings, particularly Negative Dialectics and Aesthetic Theory, are written
at the limits of German syntax: articles are often deleted;4 the refer-
ence of pronouns is frequently obscure and sometimes irreducibly am-
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biguous; prepositional objects are almost as a rule elliptical; the subject
of a clause may be deleted and reappear in the form of a relative
clause;5 the reflexive pronoun—sich—is deferred until the end of the
sentence; the negation—nicht—may appear, unconventionally, at the
beginning of the sentence;6 foreign, classical, and archaic terms recur
regularly; adverbs are positioned ungrammatically and accordingly
accented. All these techniques break the normal rhythm of the sen-
tence and not only demand persistently reconstructive labor on the
reader’s part, but bring concepts into otherwise unavailable associa-
tion.7 In agreement with Benjamin’s dictum that “argumentation is
fruitless,” the entire structure of assumption, development, proof, and
conclusion is discarded in favor of a dialectic of the object itself.8 Any
subjectively imposed order, Adorno wrote, is a mask for chaos. This
critique extends to the usual apparatus of transitions. Every variation
on phrases such as “now we can see” becomes an index of a loss of the
matter at hand. These transitions rarely occur in Adorno’s writings
with the result that the progression of thought may initially appear
fragmented and abrupt.9 In “The Idea of Natural-History” this ulti-
mately paratactical style had not yet been mastered. The artificial ap-
pears under its regressive aspect; it has a degree of rigidity, a trace of
which could always be found in Adorno’s personal manner, which
Bloch once summed up as his “mandarin formality.”

Philosophical Costume

This linguistic posture establishes the continuity between Adorno’s
early and later style and makes this early essay immediately recogniz-
able to readers of his mature works. But the internal dynamic of this
stylistic posture also explains the aspect of this essay that will be least
familiar. Many will be surprised by phrases calling for an “ontological
reorientation of history” or promoting “ontological dignity.” These
lines must appear extraordinarily compromising with that same Hei-
degger who was later drawn and quartered in the Jargon of Authentic-
ity. To compare these two works from opposite ends of Adorno’s ca-
reer in just one regard: where the call to “dignity,” just quoted, copies
rhapsodic appeals in Being and Time to the sublimity of being, the
same phrase in Adorno’s later work is an object of analysis: “Dignity
was never anything more than the attitude of self-preservation aspir-
ing to be more than that.”10 These two positions vis-à-vis Heidegger
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are not, however, as utterly distinct as they at first appear. Imitation
and rejection are more than opposites. While Adorno had been di-
rectly involved in the neo-ontological movement in the mid-twenties,
he had fully separated from it by the time that he presented his lecture
on natural-history. Why he nevertheless ended up on this occasion
cloaked partially in conceptual Heideggerian lederhosen is initially
indicated by Leo Strauss in his description of the situation of philoso-
phy in the early 1930s:

One has to go back to Hegel to find another professor of philosophy
who affected in a comparable manner the thought of Germany. . . .
His domination grew almost continuously in extent and in inten-
sity. . . . Eventually a state was reached which the outsider is in-
clined to describe as paralysis of the critical faculties: philosophiz-
ing now seems to have been transformed into listening with
reverence to the incipient mythoi of Heidegger.11

Heidegger’s philosophy was the philosophical form of mythic terror
taken by the disaster of the 1930s. This is what Adorno wanted to pre-
sent, as well as find a way to survive, in those passages of “The Idea of
Natural-History” in which he developed the conceptual synonymity of
myth and nature in Heidegger. As Adorno writes, neo-ontology is
nothing “other than what I mean by ‘nature.’”12 Neo-ontology is a fate-
ful—and in this sense “natural”—structure of existential invariables.
And just as all of Adorno’s writings became a struggle with myth,
which he analyzed with great perspicacity in his study of the Odyssey in
Dialectic of Enlightenment, his own study of Ulysses’ tactics in the later
work reveals aspects of Adorno’s resistance to Heidegger. There
Adorno shows that in Homer the course of Ulysses’ voyage is the pro-
duction of a second natural immanence. The self—Ulysses—develops
in this voyage by becoming like what it masters at the same time that it
dissolves its affinity to its object. In this voyage the moment that most
illumines the relation of Adorno to Heidegger is the moment when,
blinded, Polyphemus demands the name of his attacker, and the cun-
ning Ulysses replies “Udeis,” discovering a pun on his own name mean-
ing “nobody.” This is the name that the furious titan then helplessly
bellows in calling his brothers to his assistance: “Nobody” has hurt
him, he cries, and his brothers mockingly fail him in his plight.
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In his interpretation of this passage Adorno shows that Ulysses
made this punning discovery in fright, becoming “nobody” as a model
of Polyphemus’s undifferentiated chthonic nature. As elsewhere 
in the episode with the titan, Ulysses asserts himself through self-
sacrifice. He takes Polyphemus’s side against himself, at one point of-
fering him wine to better enjoy a slaughter that would have eventually
included Ulysses himself: “Take Cyclops and drink. Wine goes well
with human flesh.” Ulysses exploits this self-sacrificial regression to
find the opportunity to blind the Cyclops and escape. By making 
himself like Polyphemus, in answering to his needs, he gains power
over him, destroys first nature, and differentiates himself from what
would overwhelm him. Yet this differentiation is apocryphal. Ulysses
emerges from the struggle a self-identical, invariable, force of nature
as the power of self-preservation, a second immanence, that does to it-
self and first nature, by self-control, what it once feared from first na-
ture: it destroys particularity. He has become “nobody.” The historical
voyage itself has become a natural event. External mimicry of the nat-
ural force of the cyclops becomes internal self-identical mimesis, ul-
timately the order of the ratio, which is itself a structure of the self-
sacrifice of particularity to universality. Thus, in its conscious control
of nature, the self has triumphed by becoming opaque to its self-
reproduction as second nature.

A similar process of enlightenment can be observed in Adorno’s
early lecture. In those moments where Adorno mirrors the threat of
Heidegger it is in the attempt, familiar as much from the Odyssey as
from vaudevillian slapstick mime routines, to draw his opponent into
movements that he would have otherwise resisted: Adorno wants to
transform neo-ontology’s mythically reconciling formulation of the
interwovenness of nature and history into a dialectic in which their
mutual and antagonistic conflict will collide and collapse. This is the
conscious part of the maneuver, but it demonstrates deeper realities.
For like the wooden gestures of the hypercultivated muscle that exalts
the tension of its own fear, the rigidity of Adorno’s essay mimics the
menace it faces. The rigidified self, structured by internalized sacri-
fice, pays for its survival by forgetting that it has renounced itself in
the process. The nemesis of the ruse of the dialectic of enlightenment
is that the control gained over the other amounts to the forfeiture of
true self-control. It becomes understandable, then, that Adorno comes
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closest to following Heidegger’s lead at the central point in the essay
where Adorno seeks to present himself most emphatically as himself.
It is this point, to be discussed, that gives insight into a fundamental
problem with the essay.

“The Idea of Natural-History” was published only posthumously.13

There are good reasons why Adorno might have withheld its publica-
tion. The essay is awkwardly constructed, at points repetitive, at others
opaquely desultory; it also relies bulkily on lengthy quotation. Much of
what is said of importance appears, and better said, in works that
Adorno published soon after.14 Yet the essay independently contains
several important formulations, and Adorno was not generally reluc-
tant to substantially revise and publish his early works, especially one
that he would continue to refer back to and quote right up through his
very last major works. It may be, then, that he refrained from publish-
ing the essay because of compromising Heideggerian elements in the
context of what became a lifelong struggle with the ontologist. But, if
so, the Heideggerian phraseology so far discussed would not have been
decisive. Adorno could have edited it out without changing the essay’s
organization, just as he dropped several positive references to Heideg-
ger from his essays of the mid-twenties before allowing their republi-
cation. Moreover, there are points in Adorno’s mature works where
somewhat similar formulations can be found.15 A crucial element of
the essay, however, that could not have been excised, and in which a
positive regard for Heidegger is condensed, is the term natural-history
(Naturgeschichte) itself.

Philosophical Terminology

“Natural history,” in both German and English, translates historia na-
turalis, literally “the history of nature.” In the Latin and Greek sense
of history it means much that it occasionally, and confusingly, contin-
ues to mean in modern English: the report of an inquiry into nature
having nothing necessarily to do with any temporal dimension.16 The
German term was coined in the eighteenth century as part of a nation-
alist movement to supplant the foreign terminology that then domi-
nated philosophical and scientific language. The new term, however,
immediately acquired pressing ambiguity as the result of the changing
concepts of nature and history. When nature was conceived in scien-
tific literature as historical, in the modern sense, natural history ac-
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quired a new literal sense that conflicted with its classical meaning.
The two developments, the terminological and the conceptual, coin-
cide importantly in Kant’s work. For Kant was the first to write a sci-
entific history of nature as a process of unending, infinite creation; he
was responsible for discovering the origins of the Earth in the “dark
abyss of time,” arguably the most crucial scientific event in the devel-
opment of romanticism in that romanticism is predicated on the per-
ception of nature as being historical.17 But Kant was also the most sig-
nificant figure, perhaps the first, to promote the formal limitation of
the ambiguity of the term natural history. He proposed that its mean-
ing be restricted to the investigation of nature’s self-development from
primitive chaos to rational order.18

As Adorno points out in his lecture, he himself is not concerned
with natural history in either the classical or the Kantian sense.
Rather, his interest in the term is made clear by what he explains as the
“idea of natural-history”: to comprehend an object as natural where it
appears most historical and as historical where it appears most natu-
ral. The idea of natural-history, then, is the dialectic that can be ex-
tracted from a literal analysis of the term’s ambiguity: the history of
nature is nature grasped as historical; natural history is the historical
grasped as natural.

This formal decomposition of the term, a pun, gives a historical con-
cept a neologistic turn. When Adorno recognized this, he would have
rejected it and the essay to which it was central. It is easy to imagine
that Benjamin, who may well have heard the lecture presentation,
would have criticized it on just this basis. This criticism was a constant
element of Benjamin’s often reformulated works: in his early writings
it appears, for example, as a critique of romantic reflection; in the later
works it can be found in his critique of the ahistorical aspect of Mal-
larmé’s correspondences by contrast with those of Baudelaire. Through-
out, this critique was that of arbitrary signification that is the linguistic
form of the Fall, or, less theologically, the vitiation of experience. What
would have made Adorno’s recognition of the neologistic character of
this term particularly biting is that it would have converged with his
own critique of Heidegger, whose work is built out of neologisms and
terms transformed into neologism by means of often spurious ety-
mologizing. By the time that Adorno presented “The Idea of Natural-
History,” he had in fact already developed this critique of Heidegger’s
language in the “Theses on the Language of Philosophy” (1930).
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“Freely posited language”—Adorno could be referring to terms like
Dasein that claim to gain the word’s depth by pursuing a literal content
(Da-sein, being-there)19—“advances the philosopher’s pretension to
freedom from the compulsion of history.”20 Adorno repeatedly ana-
lyzes the illusoriness of this form of linguistic manipulation. In
Dialectic of Enlightenment, in particular, Adorno shows this to be the
linguistic form of Ulysses’ regressive escape from Polyphemus. Ulysses
eludes death by outwitting the fatefulness of the mythical name in
which the word commands the object: Ulysses exploits the distinction
between sign and intention in the discovery that Udeis has multiple
meanings. He is able to elude Polyphemus on the basis of a legalism.
Yet this maneuver, while it prevails over myth, does not dissolve it. The
immutable mythic word, a formula of unchanging nature, is replaced
by a second formalism: “From the formalism of mythic names and or-
dinances, which would rule men and history as does nature, there
emerges nominalism—or the prototype of bourgeois thinking.”21 The
form of the nominalist term is as indifferent to its content as was the
mythical word that ruled its content. The nominalist separation of
form and content reappears in the idealist theory of language in which
“concepts and with them words are abbreviations of a multiplicity of
characteristics whose unity is constituted solely by consciousness.”22

Idealism does not solve the nominalist separation of form and content,
but both camouflages and potentiates the division by positing subjec-
tivity as the ultimate unity of language, one fully indifferent to the con-
tent of language. Hegel’s own readiness to decompose terms according
to their literal content, when it suited him—the best-known instance is
his analysis of er-innern—is evidence that Heidegger’s linguistic inno-
vations, rather than criticizing the idealist tradition, follows in its
wake. Thus in his early essay on language Adorno could claim that
“Heidegger’s language flees from history but never escapes it,”23 on the
same basis that he later showed that while Odysseus flees mythical na-
ture he only reproduces it.

At the end of the essay on language Adorno writes that the philos-
opher may “no more take a word as simply given as invent one him-
self.”24 Yet “natural-history” effectively becomes such an invented
term; its content is developed in the same literalizing fashion that
Ulysses extracted the content of Udeis. It stands implicitly allied with
such arch Heideggerian terms as Dasein. Its position in Adorno’s es-
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say, then, would correspond to the concept of Aufklaerung in Dialectic
of Enlightenment if Adorno had developed the term according to the
potential of aufklaeren to mean “to empty” as well as “to illuminate”
rather than developing it according to the philosophical experience
sedimented in the word. “Natural-history,” as an unconscious reflec-
tion of Heidegger, is an unreflected mythical element in Adorno’s es-
say. It is the form of the young Adorno’s autonomy: quintessential di-
alectic of enlightenment, that is, self-assertion as self-denial.

Natural-History and Natural History

Just as Adorno left this essay unpublished, he also dropped the term
natural-history in the form of a double entendre. In all of his later writ-
ings the concept natural history bears the sense that it has in Marx’s
later works, in Benjamin’s study of the Baroque, and occasionally in
Hegel: it is history in a natural condition. In his late essay, “Theory
and Practice,” for example, Adorno characteristically writes of the 
situation “in which natural history perpetuates itself.”25 In Negative
Dialectics natural history occurs as society’s “prolonged natural his-
tory.”26 The reason, however, that Adorno’s early essay has been of
particular interest is not because it and its central term were left be-
hind, but because it contains central elements of Adorno’s mature
works in a still molten stage. In this regard the most casual comment
in “The Idea of Natural-History” is portentous. Where Adorno
writes in this lecture that what he has to say “will remain on the level
of an attempt (Versuch) to solve the problem,” in his later writings he
names the essay (Versuch) itself as the singular modern form of philo-
sophical consciousness. He once summarized this form as follows:
“The essay as form consists in the capacity to perceive the historical,
that is, manifestations of objective spirit, ‘culture,’ as if they were 
nature.”27 In “The Idea of Natural-History” Adorno developed this
form of philosophical insight for the first time by following in this es-
say precisely the same plan that he used in Negative Dialectics, one of
his last works: a critique of Heidegger is followed by the presentation
of the central concepts of the form of the critique—respectively, the
idea of natural-history and the idea of negative dialectics—and con-
cludes with interpretive models ultimately directed toward the ques-
tion of the recuperation of aesthetic and metaphysical contents.
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Philosophy of Nature

In the first part of “The Idea of Natural-History” Adorno develops a
critique of Heidegger by situating him in the context of modern Ger-
man philosophy’s attempt to solve the problem of historicist rela-
tivism. Adorno formulates this problem as that of conceiving the
unity of history and nature. The history that he traces is paradoxical in
several regards, the first being that it shows the convergence of neo-
ontology with the historicism that the then contemporary philosophi-
cal development sought to annul. Neo-Kantianism, the dominant
pre–World War I philosophy, attempted to rebut historical relativism
by grounding individual autonomy in epistemological structures. His-
torical immanence was to be superseded by the pure immanence of
consciousness. Adorno begins his review of the subsequent course of
philosophy with phenomenology’s attempt to direct philosophy away
from the logical investigation of the constructive laws of conscious-
ness, which had resulted in a subjective formalism, toward the investi-
gation of essential, ultimately ontic structures of being.28 Adorno ar-
gues that in this phenomenology failed to overcome the neo-Kantian
aporia, however, for it also took the ratio as the starting point of its in-
vestigations. Like the neo-Kantians, phenomenology posits a dualism
of nature and history. This is evident, as is its aporetic result, in Max
Scheler’s oeuvre. The question of the meaning of being could only be
posed from the position of the autonomous ratio with the result that
the meanings subsequently produced were necessarily subjective. The
attempt to assure a historical meaning only asserts the historically
given, which may, furthermore, turn out to be meaningless. Up to this
point neo-ontology and historicism were fully antagonistic. Histori-
cism rejected neo-ontology for dragging arbitrary philosophical ele-
ments into history. Neo-ontology, on the other hand, objected that
historicism was unconscious of its ontological presuppositions. Hei-
degger’s critique of phenomenology transformed this antagonism.
For him essences cannot be sought beyond history. Being is not the an-
tithesis of history, rather they converge in Dasein’s fundamental struc-
ture of historicity. Since the understanding transforms every element
of life into a project (Ent-wurf ) of possibility, in principle absorbing
“the fullness of being’s determinations,” both the opposition of nature
and history and of ontology and historicism should disappear along
with the problem of relativism.
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For Adorno, however, this is no solution. Heidegger does not over-
come the problem of relativism, but simply organizes several tactics
for obscuring an inability to interpret the empirical in its full multi-
plicity. Adorno only hints at an example of neo-ontology’s limitations,
briefly referring to the difficulty that Heidegger would have un-
derstanding any aspect of the French Revolution. In keeping with
Adorno’s comments, he might have argued that while existential his-
toriography could, for example, follow through the authenticity of
Danton’s decisions, it would necessarily remain obtuse to what these
decisions were actually about; existential interpretation would re-
main indifferent to political and economic mediations falling out-
side the immediate context of Danton’s understanding. Or, to expand
Adorno’s argument by pointing out another sphere that is lost to neo-
ontology: however much neo-ontology is proud of solving the prob-
lem of the opposition of mind and body by arguing that this problem
is only an abstraction from Dasein’s primordial being-in-the-world,
whenever Dasein appears unclouded by these inauthentic categories,
it has lost its body. For Dasein is never hungry, sleepy, or sexually
aroused.29 Not only must these areas of historical-biological facticity
somehow be reeled up into the “project” in the category of contin-
gency—a tautological procedure—but the structure of Dasein, in ex-
istentials such as being-toward-death, is simply the sedimentation of
conceptually impenetrable empirical elements. The empirical is not
actually interpreted but only set up as a nexus of absolutes.

Thus, where Heidegger claims to overcome idealism, Adorno is
able to demonstrate that neo-ontology’s fundamentally tautological
mastery of contingency reveals an idealist core. The starting point of
Heidegger’s philosophy, like neo-Kantianism, remains autonomous
reason. This is evident in neo-ontology’s intention to analyze being in
its totality, effectively the claim of an absolute subject and, second, in
the priority of possibility over actuality that is implicit in the claim to
totality. The superiority of the category over its elements explains the
abstractness of neo-ontological interpretation and the tautological di-
rection of its language, which amounts to the assertion of the identity
of subject and object. This tautological form prohibits ontology from
being able to “interpret itself as that which it is: namely, a product of,
and internally related to, the idealist ratio.”

Historicity, then, Adorno concludes, is only an “illusory solution to
the problem of the reconciliation of nature and history.” In the tradi-
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tion of subjectivistic idealism, it actually assumes their division at the
point where categorical thought excludes facticity. Heidegger simply
reduces history to nature by subsuming it under historicity. Rather
than the reduction of history to a natural fact, Adorno urges, it is nec-
essary to be able to grasp history itself as nature and nature itself as
history. This capacity would overcome the subjectivistic predomi-
nance of thought over its object and amount to an actual solution to
the problem of relativism.

Immanent Criticism and Memory of Nature

Brief as this critique of Heidegger is, there is obviously a great deal to
be said about it: while Adorno criticizes Heideggerian ontology as
idealist given the priority of the ratio evident in the pretention to total-
ity—a critique that in its focus on the problems of contingency, actual-
ity, and the glorification of the status quo importantly parallels Marx’s
critique of Hegel—the form of Adorno’s study is itself part of the 
idealist tradition. It is immanent criticism that has carried out a cri-
tique of idealism’s claim to totality: Heidegger’s work is measured 
according to its own concept, historicity, yet, in contrast to the Hege-
lian movement of the concept, no systematic hierarchy of concepts
emerges. Not only is Heidegger treated immanently, but so is the
modern history of philosophy. It is measured against its claim to ob-
jectivity. As is evident in Heidegger in particular, the course of this
history is altogether one in which the ratio consumes its relation to its
object. However the ratio attempts to establish objectivity, it seals itself
off from objectivity. Historically, the ratio produces a second nature—
ultimately, the mythical, invariable existentials of neo-ontology.

These absolutes are nothing else than meanings inserted into real-
ity that are rebarbative to interpretation because their starting point is
itself the ratio. Precisely here Adorno potentially has his greatest con-
tribution to make by indicating an approach to the interpretation of
these fragments of second nature as allegorical elements conceived as
part of the “original history of signification,” which Adorno will ex-
plain in the second section of his essay.

But it is first worth noting that if the philosophical history Adorno
has so far sketched seems familiar to readers of Dialectic of Enlighten-
ment, this is because “The Idea of Natural-History” is proleptically a
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sustained reflection on this dialectic. The history of German philoso-
phy that Adorno has presented closely models his later interpretation
of Ulysses’ voyage as the development of the ratio in which history 
becomes second nature, unconscious of itself as nature as a result of
the repression of mimesis in its metamorphosis into the ratio. What
Adorno terms the “original history of signification” in the early essay
will become the “original history of subjectivity”30 traced in Dialectic
of Enlightenment. At the same time that Adorno presents his basic
model of history in the study of Heidegger, he also states the central
problem of his philosophy: if the ratio consumes its relation to its ob-
ject and thus produces a pseudo-objectivity, how can thought justify
its own process and continue to think? Or, in the terms that Adorno
developed in Dialectic of Enlightenment, if mimesis as a process of
identification with the aggressor results in the repression of mimesis
that knowledge to be knowledge requires, how is it possible to recu-
perate mimesis without simply reenacting the dialectic of enlighten-
ment? Memory of nature in the subject is the answer that runs
throughout Adorno’s work. In “The Idea of Natural-History” this
form of memory is conceived as the problem of perceiving transience
within meaning, that is, as revealing the content of second nature.
Meaning is the ruins of nature: “When the world of convention ap-
proaches, it can be deciphered in that its meaning is shown to be pre-
cisely its transience.”

One of the several obscure aspects of Adorno’s essay is that in it he
does not actually explain how this form of interpretation is to occur.
He only says that Walter Benjamin showed this perception of nature
as history to be the form of allegory and indicates that this form is
somehow related to the organization of constellations of concepts. But
how are allegory and constellations related? This can only be briefly
answered here by pointing to a central aspect of Adorno’s essay al-
ready referred to. While Adorno cites Georg Lukács and Benjamin as
the origin of the idea of natural-history, the major characteristic of the
essay is its Hegelian form, beginning with the initial intention of de-
veloping the internal mediation of nature and history. The Hegelian
intention extends right into the presentation of the origins of the idea
of natural-history in the second section. Adorno introduces Lukács by
giving him credit for having conceived the transformation of history
into nature. Yet Adorno did not have to introduce Lukács for this pur-
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pose; the thought is equally central to Benjamin’s work. In a much
later essay, in fact, Adorno wrote that Benjamin had the power to re-
gard history as nature, “as scarcely another.”31 The decisive reason for
Lukács in the essay is Adorno’s interest in introducing the concept of
“second nature” as a Hegelian concept that does not occur as such in
Benjamin’s writings.32 This concept allowed Adorno to set up a sym-
metrical group of concepts of nature, history, and second nature
amenable to a Hegelian treatment. It would be possible to show that,
in the Hegelian intention of this essay, Adorno was already at work on
a critique of ontological elements in Benjamin’s thought. Benjamin’s
study of the Baroque is a research of origins, which Adorno distantly
criticizes. The problem of interpretation, he wrote, “can not simply be
a matter of demonstrating that in history itself original-historical
themes constantly turn up.” Adorno overcame the ontological im-
pulse of Benjamin’s work while maintaining the intention of all alle-
gory and constellative thought in the form of immanent critique, in
the Hegelian movement of concepts freed from the claim to totality. It
is this form of thought, evident in the first section of Adorno’s essay,
that Adorno made explicit in Dialectic of Enlightenment. There he
writes that the concept per se “does not merely distance men from na-
ture, but as the self-consideration of thought . . . allows the distance
which perpetuates injustice to be measured. By virtue of this remem-
brance of nature in the subject . . . enlightenment is universally op-
posed to domination.”33 This negative dialectic is the form in which
the ratio may continue to be pursued, albeit transformed. The allegory
of the Odyssey is interpreted according to this intention. Measuring the
distance between what an object claims to be and is, between Ulysses
as what he presents himself, that is, as the bearer of culture, and as sec-
ond nature, gains the content of Ulysses’ voyage: the repression of in-
ternal and external nature. At this point Adorno’s dialectic converges
again with Benjamin. For Benjamin the idea is to its phenomena as is
an expression to a face: the idea is expressive. For Adorno, likewise,
the idea is not the Hegelian totality, in which expression is sublated,
rather it is perceived with thaumazein. Here the Platonic shock, the ec-
static intuition of the idea, becomes the transformation of history into
nature, in other words, the release of transience in the apparently inert
fragments of second nature. It is distinguished from the Platonic
shock, however, in that it is the perception of a particular rather than of
a universal.
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Critique of Natural-History and the Recuperation of Mimesis

Memory of nature in the subject, then, is a critique of illusion. Philos-
ophy, Adorno wrote, “has no other measure than the collapse of illu-
sion (Schein).”34 It is a process of opening up concepts whose content is
“memory of suffering.” Concepts have this content only because of the
experience of the process of domination that is layered in them. This
determines the direction of philosophy. As Adorno wrote in “The
Idea of Natural-History,” concepts must be treated “as they occur in
the language of philosophy,” that is, according to their historical con-
tent: the nature that has passed away within them. As has already been
seen, however, the term natural-history is not developed in this fashion
in Adorno’s essay. Yet the form of the term is not unallied with that of
immanent criticism. In an essay on Hegel Adorno treats identification
with the aggressor as the core of Hegel’s dialectic, the model of the
ruse of reason; reminiscent of Ulysses’ skill, it is “peasant cunning”:
“instructed so long to humble itself in front of the powerful and to
dedicate itself to their needs till it succeeds in winning away power for
itself.”35 This form can be traced into the most microscopic details of
Hegel’s work. In his Philosophy of Nature, for instance, in which spirit
develops through every stage of its otherness, sound—as a unity
within the element of externality—is described as “the cry of the ideal
under foreign power, but withal its triumph over this power since it
preserves itself therein.”36 Adorno reproduces this thought in his
model of the name as “the gasp of surprise that accompanies the expe-
rience of the extraordinary. It fixes transcendence of the unknown in
relation to the known.”37 The gasp of surprise is mimesis of the over-
whelming object. In terror, however, the self nevertheless establishes
its victory. The name initiates the distinction of sign and image that is
the origin of the explanation and control of nature.38 Adorno is a critic
of this ruse insofar as, in winning power for itself, the subject makes
itself into a model of its former oppression. Yet while the name origi-
nates in the dialectic of enlightenment, the recovery of mimesis is in
the name that is radical identification with the aggressor, thought that
follows its objects to the point that “the inherent consequence of the
object is transformed into its own criticism”39—to the point, that is,
that the object destroys its own illusion. By immanent critique the ob-
ject names itself. This is rational mimesis, the recovery of the name
from the course of domination. Its ultimate aspiration is reconciliation
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with myth. The intentional form of Adorno’s “The Idea of Natural-
History,” then, is the transformation of the regressive form of the term
natural-history.

Second Nature and the Recuperation of Illusion

Immanent criticism, as the critique of illusion, could not be the strict
rejection of illusion. For the strength of this form of criticism lodges
nowhere else. Immanent criticism can only break illusion by the
strength of illusion itself, in other words, by the strength of the con-
cept’s claim to identity, for only identity has the capacity to criticize
identity. Adorno’s philosophy is for this reason the dialectical reflec-
tion on the critique and recuperation of semblance. In this reflection
Adorno’s negative dialectics and his sociological studies converge with
his aesthetic writings. This is the mediation that Adorno develops in
the third section of “The Idea of Natural-History” where these di-
mensions of his thought appear in their mutually implicating com-
plexity. This final section begins by developing the thought that is at
the core of the historical study of part 1 and which, with the slightest
modification, includes the central concepts of Dialectic of Enlighten-
ment: myth is shown to be not simply a static foundation but, on the
contrary, in it the new and the repetitive are mediated in one another.
The historical is mythical and the mythical historical. Not only are
they intertwined, but the historically new appears in the mythical.
This is apparent in the phenomenon of the semblance of second na-
ture, which is a semblance because it is the mere appearance of mean-
ing. Although it is historically produced, this semblance appears
mythical: that is, as archaic, as emphatically expressive, as an engulf-
ing whirlpool.40 “The Idea of Natural-History” begins to explain this
phenomenon in order to elucidate mythical semblance as implicitly
containing the possibility of reconciliation: “the definitive transcen-
dent element of myth, reconciliation, also inheres in semblance.”
Adorno hardly explains himself: “I refer you to the structure of the
original-historical in semblance itself, where semblance, in its thus-
ness (Sosein), proves itself to be historically produced.” In other words,
the element of reconciliation in semblance appears when its content of
transience is expressed, there where the archaic reveals itself as the
historical. In its transience, second nature presents itself as first nature.
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Thus second nature proves to be, in Benjamin’s terms, an allegorical
object: a facies hippocratica.

Adorno is here developing the full content of the concept of second
nature. In opposition to both Benjamin and the early Lukács, Adorno
did not reify the critique of reification. In alliance with Hegel spirit
can only come to itself by way of its other, and therefore reification is
not conceived as strictly negative. In art, myth becomes its opposite.
Convention and its meaninglessness would come to term in the re-
lease from the spell of false meaning. The obscurity of Adorno’s brief
early passage is repeatedly clarified by innumerable discussions in his
later work. To quote just one, “Art’s truth appears guaranteed more
by its denial of any meaning in organized society, of which it will have
no part—accomplished by its own organized absence of meaning—
than by any capability of positive meaning within itself.”41 Through
complete control over the material, at the limit of convention, the
mythical becomes expressive, “passions are no longer simulated, but
rather genuine emotions of the unconscious—of shock, of trauma—
are registered without disguise through the medium of music.”42 Only
by way of illusion, in other words, is art able to destroy illusion. “The
radicalism with which the technical work of art destroys aesthetic illu-
sion makes illusion responsible for the technical work of art.”43

Art is semblance that, by its completion, causes semblance to col-
lapse. The fundamental problem of art, then, is that it is the critique 
of reification by way of reification. This thought was the basis of
Adorno’s polemic against engaged art: in spite of its dogged clear-
headedness, engaged art would actually return art to magic by want-
ing to strip off art’s illusoriness.44 Engaged art, which thinks it is op-
posed to abstractionism, fails to recognize its affinity with all modern
art’s attempt to do away with its semblance. For Adorno the problem
of aesthetics becomes the attempt to justify semblance. This is the con-
tent of his Aesthetic Theory. It seeks the validation of art through the
justification of its semblance as the capacity to criticize semblance.

Second nature, then, is not only convention, but potentially a new
nature. In his study of Brave New World Adorno criticizes Huxley’s
disdain for Lenina, a robotic, test-tube creation, the quintessence of
mechanically inhibitionless sexuality and artificial charm, with whom
the novel’s protagonist falls in love. According to Adorno, Huxley
misunderstood his creation: “Because she is at one with convention
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down to her very core, the tension between the conventional and the
natural dissolves, and with it the violence in which the injustice of
convention consists. . . . Through total mediation . . . a new immedi-
acy, a new humanity would arise.”45 Adorno has the same to say of
Anton Webern’s tonal invention: the purely artificial tone becomes a
new natural tone.46 Similarly, Ulysses’ voyage, a work of artifice, is not
only a course of regression. Even though artifice is shown to be “the
means by which the adventuring self loses itself in order to preserve it-
self,”47 Adorno does not allow these concepts to become static. Ulysses’
artifice is also seen to become its own opposite: after returning home,
Ulysses must again set out to appease Poseidon, who was enraged
with Ulysses for having blinded his son Polyphemus. Ulysses is in-
structed to carry an oar inland until he meets someone who will mis-
take the oar for a winnowing fan. This will make the god laugh and in
this laughter wounded nature will surrender its rage.48 Adorno em-
phasizes the significance of this passage of the epic, and it is important
to understand why. The oar that has been brought inland has re-
nounced its function. The artifice of self-preservation has, like Le-
nina, become pure artifice, related to art, whose problem, Adorno
writes, is “to make things of which we do not know what they are.”49

Similarly, the artificiality of Adorno’s language can irritate because at
every point it rejects the possibility of grasping the immediate as any-
thing but the illusion of nature.50 Adorno’s style, in other words, as-
pires to be the completion of the ruse of immanent criticism, ulti-
mately the model of a second nature.

Postscriptum

Readers of Adorno’s essay will discover that in it Adorno develops a
concept of dialectical nature—a code word for Marxism in his lec-
ture—as a form of interpretation that delineates the possibility for the
comprehension of all signification precisely in its meaninglessness.
This meaninglessness turns out not to be an arbitrariness of reference,
but rather fragments in which suffering nature can be presented. Na-
ture and history, in other words, are not presented as shifting one
magically into the other. Rather they are dialectically mediated in each
other in an antagonism whose emerging irreducibility presents what
Adorno would later term, in Dialectic of Enlightenment, “memory of
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nature.” In this early lecture, then, Adorno presented an idea of the
truth of nature in a way that would grasp all that the neo-ontologists
of the so-called Frankfurt discussions were claiming to arrive at as the
truth in history in their ascent to the primordial meanings that were to
be sifted out of history.

Adorno developed this concept of materialism from a critique of
Benjamin’s early, non-Marxist work on Baroque German drama and
in “The Idea of Natural-History” it is possible to watch this transfor-
mation of Benjamin’s thought, which Adorno carries out through an
introduction of psychoanalytic thinking. In a single sentence Adorno
summarizes the results of his early dissertation on Freud: “I would
like to recall that psychoanalytic research presents this antithesis [of
nature and history] with full clarity in the distinction between archaic
symbols, to which no associations may attach themselves, and inter-
subjective, dynamic, inner-historical symbols, which can all be elimi-
nated and transformed into psychical actuality and present knowl-
edge.” The psychoanalytic model of interpretation thus became for
Adorno a form in which mythical nature could be critically compre-
hended. This then allowed him to translate Benjamin’s concepts into a
form of Hegelianism that has been deprived of the possible affirma-
tion of the course of history while, at the same time, demonstrating
that neo-ontology itself inherited the Hegelian identity of subject and
object in its actual, mythologizing obtuseness to historical reality—
one version, really, of Adorno’s thesis on Kierkegaard.

The whole of Adorno’s philosophy, therefore, right through Nega-
tive Dialectics, stood before him in this brief talk as a capacity to 
present the reality of history with an unprecedented starkness of
philosophical consciousness. In many regards, it is evident, the devel-
opment of this model of interpretation compelled Adorno to leave
psychoanalysis and much of Benjamin behind. What was abandoned
in this seminally productive philosophical development, however, is
also worthy of consideration, and it too is available to be studied here
in Adorno’s brief lecture.
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Allow me to preface my remarks today by saying that I am not
going to give a lecture in the usual sense of communicating results or
presenting a systematic statement. Rather, what I have to say will re-
main on the level of an essay; it is no more than an attempt to take up
and further develop the problems of the so-called Frankfurt discus-
sion.1 I recognize that many uncomplimentary things have been said
about this discussion, but I am equally aware that it approaches the
problem correctly and that it would be wrong always to begin again at
the beginning.

First permit me a few words on terminology. Although the topic is
natural-history, it is not concerned with natural history in the tradi-
tional, prescientific sense of the history of nature, nor with the history
of nature where nature is the object of natural science. The concept of
nature employed here has absolutely nothing to do with that of the
mathematical sciences. I cannot develop in advance what nature and
history will mean in the following context. However, I do not overstep
myself if I say that the real intention here is to dialectically overcome
the usual antithesis of nature and history. Therefore, wherever I oper-
ate with the concepts of nature and history, no ultimate definitions are
meant, rather I am pursuing the intention of pushing these concepts to
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a point where they are mediated in their apparent difference. The
concept of nature that is to be dissolved is one that, if I translated it
into standard philosophical terminology, would come closest to the
concept of myth. This concept is also vague, and its exact sense cannot
be given in preliminary definitions but only in the course of analysis.
By it is meant what has always been, what as fatefully arranged prede-
termined being underlies history and appears in history; it is substance
in history. What is delimited by these expressions is what I mean here
by “nature.” The question that arises is that of the relationship of this
nature to what we understand by history, where history means that
mode of conduct established by tradition that is characterized prima-
rily by the occurrence of the qualitatively new; it is a movement that
does not play itself out in mere identity, mere reproduction of what
has always been, but rather one in which the new occurs, it is a move-
ment that gains its true character through what appears in it as new.

I would like to develop what I call the idea of natural-history on the
basis of an analysis or, more correctly, an overview of the question of
ontology within the current debate. This requires beginning with “the
natural.” For the question of ontology, as it is formulated at present, is
none other than what I mean by “nature.” I will then begin at another
point and attempt to develop the concept of natural-history out of the
problematic of the philosophy of history. In the course of discussion
this concept will already substantially gain its content and concrete-
ness. After the formulation of these two questions has been sketched
out, I will attempt to articulate the concept of natural-history itself
and analyze the elements by which it appears to be characterized.

I

To consider, then, first of all, the problem of the present ontological 
situation: if you pursue the question of ontology as it has been formu-
lated in the context of so-called phenomenology and indeed especially
in the context of post-Husserlian phenomenology, that is, from Sche-
ler on, one can conclude that its initial intention was to overcome 
the subjectivistic standpoint of philosophy. It meant to replace a phi-
losophy that aims at the dissolution of all categories of being into cate-
gories of thought, and that believes itself able to ground all objectivity
in certain fundamental structures of subjectivity, by an approach that
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establishes another kind of being, a region of being that is different in
principle, a transsubjective, an ontic region of being. And ontology is at
issue so long as the logos is to be developed from this őν (being). It is 
indeed the fundamental paradox of all modern ontological thought
that the means with which the attempt is made to establish transsubjec-
tive being is none other than the same subjective reason that had earlier
erected the infrastructure of critical idealism.2 Phenomenological-
ontological thought presents itself as an attempt to secure transsubjec-
tive being by means of autonomous reason and its language since other
means and another language are not available. Now, the ontological
question of being can be articulated in two forms: In one form it is the
question of being itself, what, since Kant’s first critique, as the thing in
itself, has been pushed back beyond the reach of philosophical inquiry
and then drawn back out again. At the same time, however, this ques-
tion becomes that of the meaning of being, the meaningfulness of the
existing or of the meaning of being as, simply, possibility. It is pre-
cisely the double form of the question that argues powerfully for the
thesis that I am propounding, that the ontological question with which
we are today concerned, holds to the starting point of autonomous 
reason: only when reason perceives the reality that is in opposition to it
as something foreign and lost to it, as a complex of things, that is, only
when reality is no longer immediately accessible and reality and rea-
son have no common meaning, only then can the question of the mean-
ing of being be asked at all. The question of meaning is determined by
the starting point of reason, but at the same time the question of the
meaning of being, the axis of the early phases of phenomenology (Sche-
ler), produces a broadly encompassing range of problems through its
subjectivistic origin. For this production of meaning is none other than
the insertion of subjective meanings as they have been posited by sub-
jectivity. The insight that the question of meaning is nothing more
than the insertion of subjective meaning into the existing leads to the
crisis of phenomenology’s first stage. The drastic expression of this 
crisis is the obvious instability of fundamental ontological categories
that reason has to experience in its attempt to secure an order of being.
As it has been shown that the factors accepted as fundamental and
meaningful, as for example in Scheler’s work, stem from a different
sphere and are in no way themselves possibilities within being but 
have been derived from the existing and are indeed imbued with all 
the dubiousness of the existing, so the whole question of being becomes
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insoluble within phenomenology.3 So far as the question of meaning
can still occur, it does not imply the establishment of a sphere of sig-
nifications isolated from the empirical that would be valid and al-
ways accessible; rather the question of meaning is really none other
than the question τί η̃́ν őν, the question of what being itself properly 
is. The expressions: meaning and signification are ambiguous in these
contexts. Meaning can be a transcendent content that, lying behind 
being and signified by it, can be developed by analysis. On the other
hand, meaning can also be the interpretation of the existing itself 
with regard to what characterizes it as being, but without this in-
terpreted being thereby having been proven meaningful. It is there-
fore possible to pose the question of the meaning of being as the sig-
nification of the category of being, as that which being really is, but 
that, in terms of the initial question, the existing will turn out to 
be not meaningful but meaningless, as is increasingly the case today.

If this reversal of the question of being has occurred, then the single
initial intention of the original ontological reversal disappears, namely,
that of the turn toward the ahistorical. This was the case with Scheler’s
work, at least in his early work (which has remained the more influen-
tial) where he attempted to construct a heaven of ideas on the founda-
tion of a purely rational intuition of nonhistorical and eternal content
that radiates over and above everything empirical and has a normative
character to which the empirical allows access. But, at the same time,
there is a basic tension between the meaningful and essential that lies
behind the historically manifested and the sphere of history itself. In
the origins of phenomenology there is a dualism of nature and history.
This dualism (“nature” in this context means that which is ahistorical,
Platonically ontological), and the original intention of the ontological
reversal that it embodies, has corrected itself. The question of being no
longer has the significance of the Platonic question of the extent of the
static and qualitatively different ideas that stand in contrast to the ex-
isting, the empirical, in a normative relationship or in a relationship of
tension. Rather, the tension disappears; the existing itself becomes
meaning, and a grounding of being beyond history is replaced by a
project (Entwurf ) of being as historicity.

This displaces the problem, and, for the moment, at least, the issues
dividing ontology and historicism apparently disappear. From the
perspective of history, of historical criticism, ontology seems to be ei-
ther a merely formal framework that has nothing to say about the
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content of history and can be arbitrarily set up around the concrete, or,
in the Schelerian form of material ontology, it appears as the arbitrary
production of absolutes out of inner-historical facts that, perhaps for
ideological purposes, are raised to the level of eternal and universal
values. From the ontological point of view the problem is just the re-
verse, and it is this antithesis that has dominated our Frankfurt dis-
cussions: according to the ontologists all radically historical thought,
all thought that aims at reducing content exclusively to historical con-
ditions, must presuppose a project of being by which history is already
given as a structure of being: only within the framework of such a
project is the historical organization of particular phenomena and
contents in any way possible.

Now the most recent turn of phenomenology, if one may still call it
that, has carried out a correction at this point by eliminating the pure
antithesis of history and being. By, on the one hand, renouncing the
Platonic heaven of ideas and, on the other, by, in observing being, re-
garding it as life, false stasis and formalism have been eliminated. For
the project (Entwurf ) appears to absorb the fullness of the elements of
being and even the suspicion of the transformation of the accidental
into the absolute disappears. History itself, in its most extreme agita-
tion, has become the basic ontological structure. At the same time, his-
torical thought itself appears to have undergone a fundamental rever-
sal. It is reduced to a philosophically based structure of historicity as a
fundamental quality of human existence (Dasein). This structure is re-
sponsible for there being any history in the first place without, how-
ever, that which history is being set up in opposition to it as a finished,
fixed, and foreign object. This is the point that the Frankfurt discus-
sion has reached and where I may begin to introduce critical themes.

It appears to me that the starting point that we have arrived at here
and that unifies the ontological and historical questions likewise fails
to master the concrete issues or does so only by modifying its own
logic and by incorporating as its content themes that do not necessarily
derive from the outlined principle. I will demonstrate this with regard
to just two points.

First of all, even this project is limited to general categories. The
problem of historical contingency cannot be mastered by the category
of historicity. One can set up a general structural category of life, but if
one tries to interpret a particular phenomenon, for example, the
French Revolution, though one can indeed find in it every possible el-
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ement of this structure of life, as for instance that the past returns and
is taken up and one can verify the meaning of the spontaneity that
originates in man, discover causal context, etc., it is nevertheless im-
possible to relate the facticity of the French Revolution in its most ex-
treme factual being to such categories. On the contrary, in the full
breadth of the material one will find a sphere of “facticity” that cannot
be explained. This is of course not my own discovery but has long
since been demonstrated within the framework of ontological discus-
sion. But it has not been previously enunciated so sharply, or, rather, it
has been worked over in an expedient fashion: all facticity that will
not, on its own, fit into the ontological project is piled into one cate-
gory, that of contingency, of the accidental, and this category is ab-
sorbed by the project as a determination of the historical. However
logically consistent this may be, it also includes the admission that the
attempt to master the empirical has misfired. At the same time, this
turn in the theory offers a schema for a new turn within the question
of ontology. This is the turn toward tautology.

I mean nothing else than that the attempt of neo-ontological
thought to come to terms with the unreachability of the empirical con-
tinually operates according to one schema: precisely where an element
fails to dissolve into determinations of thought and cannot be made
transparent but rather retains its pure thereness, precisely at this point
the resistance of the phenomenon is transformed into a universal con-
cept and its resistance as such is endowed with ontological value. It is
the same with Heidegger’s concept of being-toward-death as well as
with the concept of historicity itself. The structure of historicity, in the
neo-ontological formulation of the problem, only offers an apparent
solution to the problem of the reconciliation of nature and history.
Even though history is acknowledged to be a fundamental phenome-
non, its ontological determinations or ontological interpretation is in
vain because it is transfigured directly into ontology. This is the case
for Heidegger, for whom history, understood as an all embracing
structure of being, is equivalent to his own ontology. This is the basis
of such feeble antitheses as that of history and historicity, which con-
tain nothing but qualities of being that have been gleaned from hu-
man existence and transposed into the sphere of ontology by being
subtracted from the existing and transformed into ontological deter-
minations, aids for the interpretation of that which is basically only
being repeated. This element of tautology is not due to the coinci-
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dences of the linguistic form, rather it is necessarily embedded in the
ontological question itself, which holds to the ontological endeavor,
but because of its rational starting point it is unable to ontologically in-
terpret itself as what it is: namely, a product of and internally related
to the starting point of the idealist ratio. This requires explanation. If
there is a path that leads farther, then it can in fact only be adumbrated
by a “revision of the question.” Of course this revision is not only to 
be applied to the problem of history but also to the problem of neo-
ontology itself. At least some indication may be given here why it ap-
pears to me that this problem stems from the fact that the ideal-
ist starting point has not been abandoned even by neo-ontological
thought. Specifically: neo-ontology is characterized by two elements
that it owes to idealism.

The first is the definition of the encompassing whole vis-à-vis the
particularities included in it; it is no longer held to be a systematic
whole, but rather a structural whole, a structural unity or totality. In
conceiving the possibility of encompassing all reality unambiguously,
even if only in a structure, a claim is implicit that he who combines
everything existing under this structure has the right and the power to
know adequately the existing in itself and to absorb it into the form.
The moment that this claim can no longer be made, it becomes impos-
sible to talk about a structural whole. I know that the contents of the
new ontology are quite different from what I have just asserted. The
most recent turn in phenomenology, it would be said, is precisely not
rationalistic, but rather an attempt to adduce the irrational element in
a totally new way under the category of “life.” It makes, however, an
enormous difference whether irrational contents are inserted into a
philosophy that is founded on the principle of autonomy or whether
philosophy no longer assumes that reality is adequately accessible. I
only need to point out that a philosophy like Schopenhauer’s came to
its irrationalism by no means other than strict adherence to the funda-
mental theme of rational idealism—the Fichtean transcendental sub-
jectivity. To my mind this is evidence for the possibility of an idealism
with irrational content.

The second element is the emphasis on possibility in contrast to re-
ality. Actually it is this problem of the relationship of possibility and
reality that is perceived as the greatest difficulty in the context of neo-
ontological thought. I want to be careful here not to attribute positions
to neo-ontology that are still being disputed within it. But it is consis-
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tently agreed that the project (Entwurf ) of being at least takes priority
over the subsumed facticity, a facticity that is to be fitted in as an after-
thought and is subject to criticism when it does not fit in. I find ideal-
ist elements in the predominance of the sphere of possibility because in
the context of the critique of pure reason the antithesis of possibility
and reality is none other than that of the categorical subjective struc-
ture and empirical multiplicity. This relation of neo-ontology to the
idealist position not only explains its formalism, the unavoidable gen-
erality of its categories, to which facticity can not conform, but is also
the key to the problem of tautology. Heidegger says that it is no mis-
take to move in a circle, the only concern is to enter it in the proper
fashion. I am inclined to agree with him. But if philosophy is to re-
main true to its task, then entering the circle correctly can only mean
that being, which determines or interprets itself as being, makes clear
in the act of interpretation the element through which it interprets it-
self as such. The tautological tendency, as I see it, can only be clarified
through the old idealist theme of identity. It has its origin in the sub-
sumption of a being that is historical by the subjective category of his-
toricity. The historical being that has been subsumed by the subjective
category of historicity is supposed to be identical with history. Being is
to conform to the categories with which historicity stamps it. The tau-
tology appears to me to be less a self-grounding of the mythical depths
of language than a new camouflage of the old classical thesis of the
identity of subject and object. Heidegger’s most recent turn toward
Hegel seems to confirm this interpretation.

Given this revision of the problem, the starting point itself remains
to be revised. We have established that the division of the world into
nature and spirit or nature and history, a tradition set by subjectivistic
idealism, must be overcome and that its place must be taken by a for-
mulation that achieves in itself the concrete unity of nature and his-
tory. A concrete unity, however, is not one modeled on an antithesis of
possible and real being, but a unity developed from the elements of
real being itself. The neo-ontological project of history only has a
chance of winning ontological dignity, of achieving an actual interpre-
tation of being, if it is directed not at possibilities of being, but radi-
cally at the existing itself in its concrete inner-historical definition.
Every exclusion of natural stasis from the historical dynamic leads to
false absolutes, every isolation of the historical dynamic from the un-
surpassably natural elements in it leads to false spiritualism. The
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achievement of the neo-ontological formulation is that it has radically
demonstrated the insuperable interwovenness of natural and histori-
cal elements. On the other hand, this formulation of the problem must
be purged of the idea of an all encompassing whole, and it is necessary,
furthermore, to criticize the separation of the real and possible from
the point of view of reality, whereas they were previously quite dis-
parate. These are in the first place general methodological require-
ments. But much more is to be postulated. If the question of the rela-
tion of nature and history is to be seriously posed, then it only offers
any chance of solution if it is possible to comprehend historical being in
its most extreme historical determinacy, where it is most historical, as natu-
ral being, or if it were possible to comprehend nature as a historical being
where it seems to rest most deeply in itself as nature. It is no longer simply
a matter of conceptualizing the fact of history as a natural fact toto
caelo (inclusively) under the category of historicity, but rather to re-
transform the structure of inner-historical events into a structure of
natural events. No being underlying or residing within historical be-
ing itself is to be understood as ontological, that is, as natural being.
The retransformation of concrete history into dialectical nature is the
task of the ontological reorientation of the philosophy of history: the
idea of natural-history.

II

I go back now to the question of the philosophy of history that has al-
ready led to the construction of the concept of natural-history. The
concept did not fall from heaven. Rather it has its binding identity in
the context of historico-philosophical work on particular material, till
now above all on aesthetic material. The simplest way to give an idea of
this type of historical conception of nature is to cite the sources in which
the concept of natural-history originates. I am referring to the works of
Georg Lukács and Walter Benjamin. In the Theory of the Novel Lukács
applied a concept that leads in this direction, that of a second nature.
The framework of the concept of second nature, as Lukács uses it, is
modeled on a general historico-philosophical image of a meaningful
and a meaningless world (an immediate world and an alienated world
of commodities), and he attempts to present this alienated world. He
calls this world of things created by man, yet lost to him, the world of
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convention. “Where no aims are immediately given, the structures that
the spirit in the process of becoming human finds amongst men as the
scene and substrate of its activity lose their evident enrootedness in
supra-personal ideal necessities; they are simply existent, perhaps pow-
erful, perhaps frail, but they neither carry the consecration of the ab-
solute nor are they the natural containers for the overflowing inward-
ness of the world. They form the world of convention, a world from
whose all-embracing power only the innermost recesses of the soul are
safe; a world that is present everywhere in boundless multiplicity and
whose strict lawfulness, both in becoming and in being, is necessarily
evident to the cognizant subject. But for all its lawfulness this world
supplies neither meaning for the subject in search of a goal nor sensu-
ous immediacy as material for the acting subject. This world is a sec-
ond nature; like the first—“first nature” for Lukács is likewise alien-
ated nature, nature in the sense of the natural sciences—“it can only be
defined as the embodiment of well-known yet meaningless necessities
and therefore it is ungraspable and unknowable in its actual sub-
stance.”4 This fact of a world of convention as it is historically pro-
duced, this world of estranged things that cannot be decoded but en-
counters us as ciphers, is the starting point of the question with which I
am concerned here. From the perspective of the philosophy of history
the problem of natural-history presents itself in the first place as the
question of how it is possible to know and interpret this alienated, rei-
fied, dead world. Lukács already perceived this problem as foreign to
us and a puzzle to us. If I should succeed at giving you a notion of the
idea of natural-history you would first of all have to experience some-
thing of the θαυµάζειν (shock) that this question portends. Natural-
history is not a synthesis of natural and historical methods, but a
change of perspective. The passage in which Lukács comes closest to
this conception runs as follows:

The second nature of human constructs has no lyrical substantiality,
its forms are too rigid to adapt themselves to the symbol creating
moment; the content of its laws is far too rigidly defined ever to free
itself from those elements that in lyric poetry must give rise to essay-
istic impulses; these impulses, indeed, live so exclusively by the grace
of laws and have in fact so little valency of sensual existence inde-
pendent of them that without them they would collapse into noth-
ing. This nature is not mute, corporeal and foreign to the senses like
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first nature: it is a petrified estranged complex of meaning that is no
longer able to awaken inwardness; it is a charnel-house of rotted in-
teriorities. This second nature could only be brought back to life, if
ever, by a metaphysical act of reawakening the spiritual element that
created or maintained it in its earlier or ideal existence, but could
never be experienced by another interiority.5

The problem of this awakening, which Lukács grants to be a meta-
physical possibility, is the problem that determines what is here un-
derstood by natural-history. Lukács envisioned the metamorphosis of
the historical qua past into nature; petrified history is nature or the
petrified life of nature is a mere product of historical development.
The reference to the charnel house includes the element of the cipher:
everything must mean something, just what, however, must first 
be extracted. Lukács can only think of this charnel house in terms 
of a theological resurrection, in an eschatological context. Benjamin
marks the decisive turning point in the formulation of the problem of
natural-history in that he brought the resurrection of second nature
out of infinite distance into infinite closeness and made it an object of
philosophical interpretation. Philosophy has succeeded in refining the
concept of natural-history by taking up this theme of the awakening
of an enciphered and petrified object. Two passages from Benjamin’s
The Origin of the German Play of Lamentation6 are germane to those
quoted above from Lukács. “In nature the allegorical poets saw eter-
nal transience, and here alone did the saturnine vision of these gener-
ations recognize history.”7 “When, as is the case in the German play of
lamentation, history comes onto the scene, it does so as a cipher to be
read. ‘History’ is writ across the countenance of nature in the sign lan-
guage of transience.”8 The deepest point where history and nature
converge lies precisely in this element of transience. If Lukács demon-
strates the retransformation of the historical, as that-which-has-been
into nature, then here is the other side of the phenomenon: nature it-
self is seen as transitory nature, as history.

The problem of natural history can not be correctly formulated in
terms of general structures, but only as interpretations of concrete his-
tory. Benjamin shows that allegory is no composite of merely adventi-
tious elements; the allegorical is not an accidental sign for an underly-
ing content. Rather there is a specific relation between allegory and
the allegorically meant, “allegory is expression.” Allegory is usually
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taken to mean the presentation of a concept as an image and therefore
it is labeled abstract and accidental. The relationship of allegory to its
meaning is not accidental signification, but the playing out of a partic-
ularity; it is expression. What is expressed in the allegorical sphere is
nothing but a historical relationship. The theme of the allegorical is,
simply, history. At issue is a historical relationship between what ap-
pears—nature—and its meaning, i.e, transience. This is explained as
follows:

The worldly, historical breadth . . . of the allegorical intention is, as
natural history, as the original history of signification or of inten-
tion, dialectical in character.9 The relationship of symbol and alle-
gory may be incisively and formally determined by means of the
decisive category of time, whose introduction into this sphere of
semiotics was the great romantic insight of these thinkers. Whereas
in the symbol, with the glorification of death and destruction, the
transfigured face of nature reveals itself fleetingly in the light of re-
demption, in allegory the observer is confronted with the facies hip-
pocratica10 of history, a petrified primordial landscape. Everything
about history that, from the beginning, has been, ultimately, sor-
rowful and unsuccessful, is expressed in a face—or rather in a
death’s head. And although such a thing lacks all “symbolic” free-
dom of expression, all classical proportion, all that is human, never-
theless not only the nature of human existence in general but the
biographical historicity of an individual is enunciated in this figure
of the most extreme subjugation to nature, in the form of a riddle.
This is the heart of the allegorical vision, of the Baroque, secular ex-
position of history as the passion of the world; it is only meaningful
in the stations of its prostration. The greater the signification, the
greater the subjugation to death, for death digs most deeply the
jagged demarcation line between physis and signification.11

What is the meaning here of “transience” and “original history of
signification”?12 I cannot develop these concepts in a traditional fash-
ion. What is at issue is of an essentially different logical form than
that of a scheme of thought based on a project (Entwurf ) whose
foundation is constituted by a general conceptual structure. The al-
ternative logical structure cannot be analyzed here. This structure is
a constellation. It is not a matter of clarifying concepts one out of an-
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other, but of the constellation of ideas, namely, those of transience,
signification, the idea of nature and the idea of history. One does not
refer back to these ideas as “invariants”; the issue is not to define
them, rather they gather around a concrete historical facticity that, in
the context of these elements, will reveal itself in its uniqueness. How
do these elements cohere? According to Benjamin, nature, as cre-
ation, carries the mark of transience. Nature itself is transitory. Thus
it includes the element of history. Whenever a historical element ap-
pears it refers back to the natural element that passes away within it.
Likewise the reverse: whenever “second nature” appears, when the
world of convention approaches, it can be deciphered in that its
meaning is shown to be precisely its transience. As Benjamin has un-
derstood this—and here the discussion must be pushed farther—
there are certain fundamental original-historical phenomena, which
were originally present, have passed away and are signified in alle-
gory, return in the allegorical, return as script. It cannot simply be a
matter of demonstrating that in history itself original history as tran-
sience contains within itself the theme of history. The basic quality of
the transience of the earthly signifies nothing but just such a relation-
ship between nature and history: all being or everything existing is to
be grasped as the interweaving of historical and natural being. As
transience, all original history is absolutely present. It is present in the
form of “signification.” “Signification” means that the elements of
nature and history are not fused with each other, rather they break
apart and interweave at the same time in such a fashion that the nat-
ural appears as a sign for history and history, where it seems to be
most historical, appears as a sign for nature. All being, or at least all
being that has been or become what it is, transforms itself into alle-
gory; in these terms allegory is no longer merely a category of history.
Likewise “signification” itself is transformed from a problem of the
hermeneutics of the philosophy of history, from a problem of tran-
scendental meaning into the element whose character it is to transub-
stantiate history into original history. Hence “original history of sig-
nification.” So, for example, in the language of the Baroque, the fall
of a tyrant is equivalent to the setting of the sun. This allegorical re-
lationship already encompasses the presentiment of a procedure that
could succeed in interpreting concrete history as nature and to make
nature dialectical under the aspect of history. The realization of this
conception is once more the idea of natural-history.
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III

Having sketched out the origin of the idea of natural-history, I would
like to carry the discussion farther. The positions of Lukács and Ben-
jamin with regard to the idea of natural-history are related in the
problem of the image of the charnel house. For Lukács it is something
simply puzzling; for Benjamin it is a cipher to be read. For radical
natural-historical thought, however, everything existing transforms
itself into ruins and fragments, into just such a charnel house where
signification is discovered, in which nature and history interweave
and the philosophy of history is assigned the task of their intentional
interpretation. A double turn, therefore, is made: on one hand I have
reduced the ontological problematic to a historical formula and tried
to show in what way ontology is to be concretely and historically radi-
calized. On the other hand, I have shown, under the aspect of tran-
sience, how history itself in a sense presses toward an ontological turn.
What I mean here by ontological turn is something entirely different
from that which is presently understood by the term.13 Therefore I
will not try to appropriate the expression for my own purposes, but
will introduce it dialectically. What I have in mind with the idea of
natural-history is not “historical ontology,” not an attempt to isolate a
group of historical elements and to hypostatize them ontologically,
force them, as for example Dilthey did, to encompass the totality of an
epoch as its sense or fundamental structure. Dilthey’s attempt at a his-
torical ontology ran aground because he did not engage facticity with
sufficient seriousness; he remained in the sphere of intellectual history
and, in the fashion of vague categories of styles of thought, entirely
failed to grasp material reality. Instead of intellectual history, instead
of trying to reconstruct basic images of history epoch by epoch, the 
issue is to grasp historical facticity in its historicity itself as natural-
historical.

To articulate the idea of natural-history I will take up a second
problem from the opposite side. (This is a direct continuation of the
Frankfurt discussion.) One might object that I am proposing a sort of
bewitchment of history and passing off the historical, in all its contin-
gency, as the natural and then original-historical. The historical is to
be transfigured as something meaningful because it appears allegori-
cal. That is, however, not what I mean. Certainly the starting point of
the problem’s formulation, the natural character of history is discon-
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certing. But if philosophy wanted to be nothing more than the shock
that the historical presents itself at the same time as nature, then such
a philosophy would be subject to Hegel’s criticism of Schelling’s phi-
losophy as the night of indifferentiation in which all cats are grey.
How does one avoid this night? That is something that I would like to
clarify.

The starting point here is that history, as it lies before us, presents
itself as thoroughly discontinuous, not only in that it contains dis-
parate circumstances and facts but also because it contains structural
disparities. If Riezler enumerates three opposing yet interrelated cate-
gories of historicity (i.e., tyche, ananke, spontaneity),14 I myself would
not attempt to synthesize this division of the structure of history into a
so-called unity. I believe, indeed, that the neo-ontologists have per-
formed something very fruitful in their conception of this structure.
Now this discontinuity, which, as I said, can not be legitimately trans-
formed into a structural whole, presents itself in the first place as one
between the mythical archaic, natural material of history, of what has
been, and that which surfaces as dialectically and emphatically new.
The problematic character of these categories is clear to me. The dif-
ferential procedure required to arrive at natural-history, without an-
ticipating it as a unity, consists, first, in accepting these two problem-
atic and indeterminate structures in their contradictoriness, as they
occur in the language of philosophy. This is legitimate in that it ap-
pears that the philosophy of history increasingly comes to just this sort
of intertwining of the originally existing and the newly becoming in
the findings presented by research. I would like to recall that psycho-
analytic research presents this antithesis with full clarity in the distinc-
tion between archaic symbols, to which no associations may attach
themselves, and intersubjective, dynamic, inner-historical symbols,
which can all be eliminated and transformed into psychical actuality
and present knowledge. Now the first task of the philosophy of his-
tory is to distinguish these two elements, separate them, and set them
out in mutual opposition. Only where this antithesis is made explicit is
there a chance of succeeding in the complete construction of natural-
history. Pragmatic findings, which turn up when one observes the
archaic-mythical and the historical-new, indicate the direction of this
process. It is evident that the foundation, the mythical-archaic, the
supposedly substantial and enduring mythical, is in no way a static
foundation. Rather, there is an element of the historically dynamic,
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whose form is dialectical, in all great myths as well as in the mythical
images that our consciousness still carries. The mythical fundamental
elements are in themselves contradictory and move in a contradictory
manner (recall the phenomenon of the ambivalence, the “antithetical
sense” of primal words).15 The myth of Kronos is just such a myth in
which the most extreme godly power of creation is coupled with the
fact that he is the god who annihilates his creations, his children. Like-
wise, the mythology that underlies tragedy is in every instance dialec-
tical because it includes the subjugation of the guilty man to nature at
the same time that it develops out of itself the reconciliation of this
fate: man raises himself up out of his fate as man. The dialectical ele-
ment here is that the tragic myths contain at one and the same time
subjection to guilt and nature and the element of reconciliation that
transcends the realm of nature. This notion not only of a static undi-
alectical world of ideas, but of undialectical myths that break off the
dialectic, points back to its origins in Plato.16 In Plato the world of ap-
pearances lies fallow; it is abandoned, but visibly ruled by the ideas.
Yet the ideas take no part in the world of appearances, and since they
do not participate in the movement of the world, as a result of the
alienation of the ideas from the world of human experience, they 
are necessarily transferred to the stars in order to be able to main-
tain themselves in the face of the world’s dynamic. The ideas become
static: frozen. This is, however, already the expression for a level of
consciousness in which consciousness has lost its natural substance as
immediacy. In Plato’s moment consciousness has already succumbed
to the temptation of idealism: spirit, banned from the world, alienated
from history, becomes the absolute at the cost of life. The miscon-
ception of the static character of mythical elements is what we must
free ourselves from if we want to arrive at a concrete representation of
natural-history.

On the other hand, “the new,” the dialectically produced, actually
presents itself in history as the archaic. History is “most mythical
where it is most historical.” This poses the greatest problems. Rather
than pursuing the thought in general terms, I will give an example,
that of semblance (Schein)—and I mean semblance in the previously
established sense of second nature. This second nature is a nature of
semblance in that it presents itself as meaningful and its semblance is
historically produced. Second nature is illusory because we have lost
reality, yet we believe that we are able to meaningfully understand it
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in its eviscerated state or because we insert subjective intention as sig-
nification into this foreign reality, as occurs in allegory. Now what is
remarkable is that the inner-historical essence is itself semblance of a
mythical kind. Just as the element of semblance is an aspect of every
myth, indeed just as the dialectic of mythical fate is in every instance
inaugurated by semblance in the forms of hubris and blindness, so the
historically produced elements of semblance are always mythical.
This is so not only in that they reach back to the archaic original-
historical and that in art every illusory element has to do with myth
(one thinks of Wagner), but rather because the mythical character it-
self returns in the historical phenomenon of semblance. Its clarifi-
cation would be an authentic problem of natural-history. This would
involve demonstrating, for example, that if you sense an aspect of
semblance in certain houses, then along with this semblance there is
the thought of that-which-has-always-been and that it is only being
recognized. The phenomenon of déjà vu, of recognition, is to be ana-
lyzed at this point. The mythical model of anxiety returns vis-à-vis
such inner-historical alienated semblance. An archaic anxiety de-
scends everywhere that the illusory world of convention appears in
front of us. The element of foreboding is also an aspect of this sem-
blance; one of its mythical elements is to have the character of drawing
everything into itself as into a funnel. The element of the actuality of
semblance in contrast to its simple pictorialness, that we perceive sem-
blance as expression everywhere that we come up against it, that it can
not be sloughed off as merely illusory but expresses something that
can not be described independently of its semblance—this is also a
mythical element of semblance. To make a final point: the definitive
transcendent element of myth, reconciliation, also inheres in sem-
blance. It is worth remembering that emotion always accompanies the
lesser, not the greatest art works. I am referring to that element of rec-
onciliation that is present wherever the world appears most as sem-
blance: the promise of reconciliation is most perfectly given where at
the same time the world is most firmly immured from all “meaning.”
With this I refer you to the structure of the original-historical in sem-
blance itself, where semblance in its thusness (Sosein) proves itself to
be historically produced or, in traditional philosophical terms, where
semblance is the product of the subject/object dialectic. Second nature
is, in truth, first nature. The historical dialectic is not simply a re-
newed interest in reinterpreted historical materials, rather the histori-
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cal materials transform themselves into the mythical and natural-
historical.

I wanted to speak about the relationship of these matters to histori-
cal materialism, but I only have time to say the following: it is not a
question of completing one theory by another, but of the immanent
interpretation of a theory. I submit myself, so to speak, to the author-
ity of the materialist dialectic. It could be demonstrated that what has
been said here is only an interpretation of certain fundamental ele-
ments of the materialist dialectic.
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